Universal Stock Ticker

The idea behind the stock ticker originally came from telegraph technology. The
stock ticker provided stock prices by using a telegraph machine. It earned the name
“ticker” because of the noise it made as prices came through. Today, we use the term
“tick” for when a stock price goes up or down; we call it an “up tick” or “down tick”.
E. A. Calahan of the American Telegraph Company invented the first stock ticker in
1867. Others came on the market shortly afterward, but it was not until Thomas Edison
created the Universal Stock Ticker for Gold and Stock in 1871 that the machine’s
efficiency was greatly improved.
Edison created the “screw-thread unison” device that enabled stock tickers to be
synchronized, allowing them to transmit the same information at the same time. This was
a huge improvement on the previous models, which had to be reset by hand when they fell
behind the transmission they were receiving. This saved companies a huge amount of time
and effort, because they did not have to sent their employees running to the ticker every
time they needed to be reset.
Edison improved the design further by changing the type wheel and paper feed, as
well as devising a transmitter that worked like a typewriter keyboard. These
improvements required much less battery power than previous tickers. Edison’s ticker
continued to be used until the 1930’s, and the money he earned from this invention
allowed him to set up his first laboratory and manufacturing plant in Newark, New Jersey.

Phonograph

On November 21, 1877, Thomas Alva Edison announced the invention of the first
device for recording and replaying sound – the “phonograph.” Like the development of
photography, it was a landmark invention that allowed for moments or periods in time to
be captured forever. This worked by engraving a sound wave on a sheet of tin foil
wrapped around a grooved cylinder. The cutting stylus made a series of indentions on the
foil when it was moved by the sound vibrations. When a playback stylus passed over the
cylinder, the original recording could be heard.
As with so many of his inventions, Edison was spurred on in his efforts by his own
hearing difficulties. The inventor’s first recorded words were the nursery rhyme “Mary
Had a Little Lamb.” Edison considered cutting the indentions into a spiral groove on a flat
disc, but he instead chose the outside of a rotating cylinder because it provided the stylus
with a constant speed in the groove. Later, his invention evolved into the mass-produced
gramophone records which used flat discs called records.

Public Electricity Supply
There was something strange
and wonderful happening at 257
Pearl Street in lower Manhattan,
the result of which would
change the city and the world
forever. New York is always on
the cutting edge. Is it any
wonder that super inventor
Thomas Edison would build a
power plant in lower Manhattan
that would provide electric light in homes for the first time?
The idea of electric light was not new, but no one had figured out a practical way to bring
it into the home. Most homes used gas lights. Incandescent light bulbs were not a new idea
either. But the filament melted quickly. Edison’s bulb featured a carbonized thread, which
could burn for 13 hours while giving off a pleasant glow.
Edison developed his new system on a steamship and at the Paris International Exposition.
He tested the generators, safety fuses and other devices that would be major features on
Pearl Street. The power plant was a challenge. Edison needed an elaborate network of
underground wiring and tubes called conduits – nearly 100,000 feet. At a cost of $300,000,
it was the most expensive part of the project, and the city was skeptical about letting him
dig up the street to install it.
On Sept. 4, 1882, the switch was thrown and 3,000 incandescent lamps began to glow at
once. The gaslight era was over and the modern utility industry was born. The Pearl Street
station provided 59 customers over a square-mile area. Soon, the plant was servicing 85
customers. It went from being a nighttime operation to a full-time operation, expanding
into Edison General Electric.
The power plant was a huge success. Edison opened others in Brockton, Mass, and
Sunbury, Pa. He changed from the expensive underground system used at Pearl Street to a
more cost- effective overhead system. Over the years, the direct-current system (DC) was
adapted into the more efficient alternating- current system (AC). The basic system for
distributing electricity over a large area remains the same however, with the most familiar
feature being the light bulb.

Dictating Machine

By the age of 40, inventor Thomas Edison already had around 400 patents for things
he had invented. But he was never a man to rest. His next project was to try to make a
successful dictation machine. A dictation machine is a portable recording device.
The device was an improved version of his earlier phonograph – the voice recording
machine that turned speech into vibrations and then into indentations on foil. In 1878 in
an article in the North American Review, Edison suggested that possible uses of his
dictation machine might include letter-writing, the teaching of spelling, and recording “the
last words of dying persons.” But he abandoned these ideas when the machine failed to be
popular.
After a rival group improved on his design in the 1880’s, Edison saw potential in his
phonograph once more. He used his competitor’s re-design of his machine and worked
hard to create a more practical dictation machine. Initially, secretaries were opposed to
using his machine, so Edison advertised it as “The Secretary’s Friend” and sales grew after
World War 1.

Kinetoscope

Movies and television may never have become a reality if it were not for the
creation of the Kinetoscope by Thomas Alva Edison and his assistant William Dickson in
1891. Edison was apparently inspired by a demonstration of the Zoopraxiscope, which
used a fast-spinning disc with images around the outside to give the illusion of a running
horse. Edison took it upon himself to develop a system that brought together moving
images and sound.
Edison and his team devised a system of printing images onto thin sheets of film cut
into narrow rolls with small holes along the edges. Sprockets that fit into the small holes
turned the film at a uniform speed in front of a light bulb. A shutter would flash light
through the film at just the right time so that each image was exposed for an instant. The
series of images gave the illusion of movement.
The final design of the Kinetoscope was unveiled in 1894 to great applause. The
public was captivated by the invention. The first Kinetoscope had a peep-hole for viewers
to look through to see the moving pictures. Eventually, this was changed to a projector
that would shine images on a screen. The work of Edison and his team led to the start of
the motion picture industry, and entertainment was changed forever.

Automatic Telegraph

While Samuel Morse’s invention of the telegraph in the 1830s and 1840s made it
possible for the first time to communicate over long distances, the device had its
drawbacks. An operator had to listen to incoming dots and dashes in Morse code, which
slowed messages to a speed of 25 to 40 words per minute. A British system for
automatically printing code in ink on paper only achieved 120 words tops.
Between 1870 and 1874, when he was in his early twenties, Thomas Edison
developed a vastly superior system, in which a telegraph receiver utilized a metal stylus to
mark chemically-treated paper, which then could be run through a typewriter-like device.
It was capable of recording up to 1,000 words a minute, which made it possible to send
long messages quickly.

The Light Bulb

Contrary to popular belief, Edison didn’t actually invent the incandescent light bulb.
But he invented and marketed a design that was the first to be long-lasting enough to be
practical for widespread use.
In the late 1870s, Edison designed a vacuum bulb, in which a metal filament could
be heated to create light. One night, after absent-mindedly rolling between his fingers a
piece of lampblack, the material he used in his telephone receiver, he got the idea for
switching to a carbonized filament. After initially using carbonized cardboard, he began
experimenting with other materials. He and his assistants tried over 1000 materials to see
which would burn the longest and brightest. Eventually Edison settled upon bamboo,
which possessed long fibers that made it more durable. The combination of bamboo
filaments and an improved vacuum pump that removed air more effectively enabled
Edison to increase the lifetime of bulbs to approximately 1,200 hours.

